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style. 3. When was the last time you attended a board meeting? This is a critical part of quality decision making. We all know that statistics can

show how many calls have been made from an airport during a specific time period. But if those calls have been made by either regular or
emergency workers, that simply doesn’t tell the true story of how many aircraft are coming into or out of the airport at that time. We need to have

regular attendees at airport board meetings so that they can get the first-hand information about how the airport is doing and how the decision
making is going. 4. Are you fairly sure that you are following your company’s 3 C’s policy? I recently came across an employee who had left his

previous job to join a new one with many of the same people, but the new company had a new 3 C’s policy. As a result, he constantly got complaints
about his new job since he wasn’t following this 3 C’s policy. Eventually he did get some sort of resolution because I recognized that everyone was
complaining about the 3 C’s policy. 5. Is your department taking its development responsibilities seriously? I was recently told that my department
has been “off the ground” for the past year. When I asked, “What does that mean?” I was told, “You just haven’t seen us in action.” I then asked,

“Well, why don’t you show me what you’ve done since last year?” I was then informed that if I wanted to see what they’ve been doing, I would need
to sit down in the next 4 months so that we could document their activities. “Now, if that’s what you think that I’d want to see, why don’t you go out
to a different airport, show me what they are doing and then we can figure out a way to do something similar here?” Of course, this is not the first
time that I have ever had this happen. Management’s suggestion of doing something similar somewhere else was nearly always met with the same
type of response. That is, instead of learning from my experience, they always wanted me to copy what they have already done. The 3e33713323
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